
Brooklands 

kitchen collection



Brooklands kitchen design inspired by  
handcrafted techniques and designs from the 
Georgian and Victorian periods. 
 
Designed, constructed and painted by  
craftsmen using the finest quality materials. 
Brooklands represents the truly quintessential 
British kitchen.

Be proud of the quality and heritage of your 
Brooklands framed kitchen. 
 
 
 

 
‘the bitterness of poor quality is remembered long after the sweetness 

of the lowest price is forgotten’

Brooklands established 1992.



Grand designs

Some Edwardian features grace this grand design, the 
customers wish of an island to take centre stage have been 
satisfied, the use of multiple curves create an impressive 
reflection to the entrance doors, a gathering point for family 
and friends to share conversation and perhaps open the 
fizz. The cornices beautifully mirrors the waterfall edges of 
the marble worktops and the mantel and island sit in  
symmetrical harmony. 
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The Hastings range painted in Basalt and Kashmir colours, carefully selected by the client, 
mixed to match existing décor and blend with the splash back and limestone floor.
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Oak dovetail drawers 
Hand finished by craftsmen

Brooklands drawer boxes are  
manufactured using the finest quality  
seasoned Oak.  
Robust construction with traditional  
dovetailed joints to last a lifetime.

Soft radii and a plain corbel 
design incorporated into 
the mantel, offer a simple 
elegance to an imposing 
feature.  
The mantel doors slide 
open to reveal solid oak 
dovetail boxes for oils and 
spices.

Grand designs

And neatly tucked away…this beautiful dresser unit contains all your beverage 
needs. With a hot tap for an instant cup of tea, a coffee machine for that hit of  
caffeine in a morning and plenty of storage for all the cups and mugs you need.  
For the evening this one is fitted with an ice cold wine cooler.
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Texture & colour in harmony 

The customer wanted warm wood tones but also loved the thought of a painted 
kitchen. She was delighted with this harmonious combination, warm natural 
walnut mixed with specially matched ‘midnight blue’ on the Windsor range. 

This harmonious design fulfils both those desires. The clever use of mirrors also 
lends a light airy, spacious feel to the design and incorporating general groceries, 
cold & frozen foods in one larder bank make food preparation a delight.
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Claret & Cream 

The striking Island in Radiccio mixed with  
Edwardian White on the Buckingham range  
radiates warmth and homeliness, granite and 
limestone worktops adding the finishing touch.  
In the evening it is perfect for sharing a nice 
bottle of Claret and the days tales around the 
Island.   
The kitchen takes on a new personality when 
the sun beams through the bank of windows 
in the morning, it is surely a pleasure to finish 
chores at the kitchen sink with a view over the 
gardens.
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Buckingham in two tones of fashionable grey
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Contemporary, young and stylish 

A stunning bespoke colour was chosen on the Buckingham range to match the customers own 
swatch in a stylish dark grey. This was teamed with beautiful natural stone worktops and solid 
wood floors to surround the island, capped off with an elegant light fitting.  
A contemporary, young and stylish kitchen design has come to fruition.  
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Set the trends 
Chelsea painted Edwardian White mixed with Zebrano

 
This strikingly modern twist on the traditional kitchen incorporates 
every conceivable modern appliance, the trilogy of Zebrano chairs  
reflect the simple and pleasing vertical lines which create an aesthetic 
harmony and sit well within this elegant painted kitchen.
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Metropolitan artisan

A mix of natural Black Walnut Richmond doors with cock bead moulded 
frames and the more traditional Chartwell design painted in Pavilion Grey. 
Sealed grey slate tiles, 20mm worktops in two shades, heavy professional 
range and stainless steel canopy, a bold serious industrial look, for the young 
or young at heart
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The customer was so happy with the kitchen they commissioned a  
bookcase for the adjoining sitting room. With chunky shelves and  
plenty of storage for the children’s toys it is the perfect addition to  

what has truly become the ‘family room’ and heart of the home
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Classic Oak 
Natural Oak in a matt lacquered finish
 
Amongst the most popular versions 
of the Brooklands style is the Shaker 
Oak kitchen, inspired by the Shaker 
philosophy of propriety, purity and 
utility and embracing quality natural 
materials with simplicity in line and 
form.  
Our Shaker Oak kitchen, Westminster 
was created to reflect that ideology. 
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Urban retreat 
Richmond in Natural Walnut was chosen for the majority of units, an integral handle was included for 
an uncluttered modern design. The design excluded any wall units and a modern bank of bamboo  
veneer doors chosen instead to house the appliances.

Basement chic

The plain and simple design of Enfield 
smooth was chosen for this basement 
kitchen, painted in a mix of Sage and 
Watervliet Blue paints.  
Chunky solid shelves were used in place 
of wall units to increase the feeling of 
space and to give it an industrial flair. 
Popular white ‘ Metro ‘ tiles and the  
original herringbone walnut floor  
complete the look.
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Timeless elegance

Fashions in the world of interior design are not as seasonal as those of haute couture 
and a good traditional design does not look out of place in the right surroundings.  

This traditional style dresser unit created from the Hillingdon range in an apartment 
within an elegant Georgian mansion block ticks all the boxes. Stylish, classical and at 

the same time practical and functional. 
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Regency elegance
 
The archetypal in-frame kitchen dresser in the Mayfair range painted rich Alabaster Ivory.  
Grand Acanthus columns with hand carved corbels framing raised panelled doors and drawerfronts  
with heavily sculptured dentil mould cornices and profiled plinths.  
Regency styling in a grand setting, monogrammed solid brass knobs complete the picture.

Sweeping curves
 
Convex and concave curves provide greater access and storage for otherwise difficult to 
access corners, the range chosen is Chelsea painted in a mix of Sage and Pavilion Grey
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Stylish & sleek Curves
 
Convex and concave curves in all ranges to suit tall wall units, larder ends, open dressers & pan draw-
ers. A particularly popular feature of current kitchen design is to round the end of island units to  
incorporate circular chopping boards or perching areas.

Painted pot rack

Double width Solid Oak  
dovetailed drawer

Curved cornice over matching 
end pilaster

Condiment rack
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Bespoke mantels 
Modern, traditional or bespoke design

Flexibility in design, all doors & accessories can be manufactured  
to cater for all modern and traditional kitchen styles. 

Special touches

Traditional frame style featuring a neat  
cockbead in-set with a classic butt hinge  
available in a variety of finishes. 

Optional concealed magnets work as a  
powerful door closer, alternatively a traditional 
brass & ball catch is available fitted.

Seasoned knotty oak Super tall cornice

Integrated wine rack Seating corner

Skylight frames Modern dresser
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Brass Antique
brass

Satin  
chrome

Polished 
chrome

Pewter Polished 
copper



Westminster 
Light Oak

Chelsea 
Painted Oak

Cadogan 
Knotty light Oak

Buckingham 
Painted smooth finish

Hastings 
Painted smooth finish

Mayfair 
Painted smooth finish

Kensington 
Light Oak

Hillingdon 
Painted Oak

Holborn 
Knotty light Oak

Range selector

Windsor 
Painted smooth finish

Enfield 
Painted Oak or smooth finish

Richmond 
Black Walnut

Newham 
Light Oak

Standard finishes

    Special finishes - Unlimited colour options
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Chiswick 
Painted smooth finish

Natural American           
Black Walnut

Stained American           
Black Walnut Matt Light Oak Limed Oak White Washed Oak Chocolate Oak

  B
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  Ivory

  D
usk Pink

    
 Elephant Grey

Get creative with your colours and see how we can help you 
design & create your dream kitchen in any colour!

We can match to your sample or paint reference.

Please note colours printed on this chart may vary from actual finish.  
If colour is of the essence, a colour sample will be provided for approval.
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